No conversion-out opportunity.

Conversion-in quotas are available via CAREER-WAYPOINT for E5 in YGs 2005-08, E4 in YG 2008-2014, & 2013-2014 PACT.


***Earliest school date for conversions is March 2016.***

Must be a U.S. Citizen and requires a TS/SCI security clearance.

ASVAB: AR+MK*2+GS=235 or AR+MK+VE+MC=235.

SRB:

- NEC 0000 - Zone A: 1.0, B: 4.0, C: 3.0.

Data Source: NMPB8(Inv)/NRMS(RE Rate)/N12(EPA/SSF)/BUPERS3(Adv Op) As of Date: 08-Jan-16